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Overview Video of mRNA Vaccine Technology: Fundamentals of Mechanisms and Risks

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This article was originally published here.

This 25 minutes video explains in detail the mechanisms of action for mRNA COVID-19 vaccines,

as well as highlighting some of the known risks. If you wish to have a better understanding of the

technology or wish for a refresher on the tech, as well as to learn a bit of cellular and molecular

biology - this is a great primer. So, sit back, relax and open your mind to a bit of science.

Analysis of the Peer Reviewed Study

Neutralizing Antibodies Against the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron Variant (BA.1) 1 to 18 Weeks

After the Second and Third Doses of the BNT162b2 mRNA Vaccine. JAMA Netw

Open. 2022;5(5):e2212073. doi:10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2022.12073

The abstract of the paper Srst mentions that in early clinical trials, SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing

antibodies were correlated with protection against infection and disease caused by early viral

variants, but not mentioned by the authors – this correlation has not been demonstrated with the

various Omicron variants.

The authors of this current work, which focuses on the PSzer/BioNTech vaccine, note that in

studies carried out by Moderna, there is an observed decrease in neutralizing antibody titers in the

vaccinated population which corresponds to a decrease in vaccine eYcacy against polymerase

chain reaction – conSrmed Omicron infection in Denmark and symptomatic Omicron infection in

the United Kingdom.

The study has a curious selection bias – it only includes males, and it neither captures nor

analyzes any data concerning eYcacy or effectiveness endpoints.

This study repeatedly asserts that there is a demonstrated correlation between neutralizing

antibody titers and protection against infection and disease, but relies on historic data from non-

Omicron variants to support this claim.

This study detected a rapid decline in Omicron-speciSc serum neutralizing antibody titers

only a few weeks after the second and third doses of BNT162b2.

For those aged 65 and older, there were almost no Omicron-speciSc serum neutralizing

antibody titers after dose 2 (see Figure 2, panel B).

For those aged 65 and older, there were almost no Omicron-speciSc serum neutralizing

antibody titers by week 8 after dose 3.

Please review Figure 2, which clearly shows these results:

Taken together, this work clearly demonstrates that vaccine-induced protective antibody

responses following a second and third dose of BNT162b2 are both very low and transient in

older people (which is the cohort at most signiLcant risk of hospitalization and death).

The article mentions that conserved T-cell immunity and non-neutralizing antibodies may still

provide protection against hospitalization and death even as neutralizing antibodies wane, but the

study did not actually measure T-cell immunity and non-neutralizing antibodies.

The authors conclude that "additional booster doses may be necessary, particularly in older

people." Following their logic, one can view the above table and note that the ranges of protection

rapidly wanes after week 4 in those older than 65 years after dose 3. One has to wonder, whether

the study authors really mean to imply that a total of 13 boosters per year are needed (52

weeks/four weeks = 13 boosters)? Or are they just writing this to get through peer review?

Also relevant is that "validated correlate of protection" is a precise regulatory term. It means that

extensive analysis and characterization of both the speciSc test used (neutralizing antibodies

against SARS-CoV-2), as well as the connection between what it is testing and the thing that it is

being developed to serve as a surrogate for (protection) has been performed. In the case of the

current study, neither has occurred.

Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn from this study concerning what it is measuring

(purported to be neutralizing antibodies) and the endpoint for which it is to serve as a surrogate

for (protection) can be drawn. In other words, this paper is essentially a preliminary study of no

real regulatory signiScance — it has not been performed with the necessary rigor.

A more unbiased conclusion based on these data is that the PLzer/BioNTech BNT162b2 vaccine

has exceptionally poor durability of neutralizing antibody response (using a non-validated or

"academic research" level test) against currently circulating viral strains.

In contrast, emerging mRNA vaccine effectiveness data from multiple countries are repeatedly

demonstrating a dose dependent negative effectiveness of these vaccines (in other words, the

more doses administered, the higher the risk of signiScant COVID disease or death).

The failure to address these data clearly demonstrates, once again, both the failure of the peer

review process, the irrational pro-vaccine bias of the authors, and the pro-vaccine bias of the

editors of the Journal of the American Medical Association.

When will objective, data-driven physicians and medical scientists ever be able to restore their

prior faith in the Journal of the American Medical Association, or will JAMA continue to remain

(for all practical purposes) just a pharmaceutical industry promotional trade journal?
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This makes me so sad for my sweet friend who has had four shots total. He thinks his life depends on it. I believe this is why Dr. Mercola
should be out there as far and wide as possible. My friend has no idea how natural works with the body to increase immunity. I wonder if
everyone working for these weird, deadly companies idolizes them as their God and savior. So sad. It was Memorial Day and talks around
the table stabbed at unbelievers in the "science." I loved it when that documentary on Neteix, 3 Mile Island, was brought up. I emphasized
how the government hid from the population and said, "I wonder what else their hiding?" The South African, very knowledgeable on the
corruption and abject poverty in Africa - DUE TO GOV CORRUPTION - spoke eloquently on just how much is hidden from the public.

It was awesome and I, with no poker face, was beaming. Sometimes I highlight from the articles on here and send them to the people I want
to help - but I've noticed they can't get past the smear campaigns on who is speaking. I always look for Sre when I see smoke - I wish more
would listen and use their discernment. But to shut that door and not even listen speaks volumes about mass psychosis to me.

I asked my friend once how he handles talking to this man who is of a different political party because sometimes my ears feel red at how
wrong he is. My friend answered, "You can learn from anyone, just ask the right questions." Taking that tact has been very eye opening for
me on the level of knowledge people have who listen to MSM yet I'm impressed on how they manage to glean things from here and there.
They have a fuzzy thought cloud on certain aspects of this time period and it's the PERFECT opening to some much needed conversations.
That much is encouraging.
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Yes, we can learn from anyone if we ask the right questions. We have to step outside our cubicles, our eoor in the Modern Tower of
Babble. Break through the barriers of jargon each corner in it has to Snd what positives we could be focused on, reject the Mass
Formation agenda. There is much more to consider than the two choices Parasitic Predator$ give us that they can live with. More,
and better choices.
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@lovestosing6 YES indeed. Ditto my closest friend who was sick with covid along about the same time I was. That Srst hit in early
2020. I felt like caca for nearly 6 months, it's a bad thing, we all know that. He was only sick (and recovered fully and well) for about a
month, but during that month, he nearly died. And I mean that literally. I thought he was going to pass from this world, and I was not
only terriSed but heartbroken. Thankfully, to all that is good in this universe, he recovered.

Fully. Now, fast forward to today, he has had both shots and is contemplating a 3rd booster. I believe he is immune, we've both been
exposed to this disease several times, I know for a fact.. However, his fear is that if it hit him again, it would be curtains for him. I
fully understand his dilemma. Pre-covid, in 2018 he had a near fatal PE and is on blood thinners for the rest of his life. I often wonder
that, if it were not for his blood thinners, would the "shots" have already killed him?
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Some people are so Srmly meshed in the gears of the system (indoctrinated), that little if anything useful can be learned from them,
they can be beyond reasoning with, even via rhetoric, and even cause you mental harm, so should be avoided. BTW, most politics is
distraction and misdirection, including all party politics. The scope of this deception/misdirection appears shockingly large, and
goes back centuries; this includes the major religions, cults, and secret societies.
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My grandson age 28. Type 1 diabetic since age 8 had 2 PSzer vaccines. He had a heart attack No insurance and poor was in the hospital 6
days Had to go to have a cardiac cath. They put 2 stents in the LAD  He can’t afford cardiac rehab and had to go back to work to make ends
meet.  Even cardiac dr would not see him after discharge due to no insurance after traveling an hour and a half drive. One Dr that came to
his room before the stents asked him had he gotten the vaccine? Dr said there are a lot of younger people with cardiac issues and stroke
going on but its not being reported or kept hush hush. Tried to Sle a adverse report but got nowhere. I tried to warn my grandson not to get
the vaccine but he did not belive me till a doctor said something to him. He lives in a old house now high hospital bill causing more stress
and anxiety.
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I'm glad his doctor said something. My friend believes zero about the shots contributing to his heart problems. But another friend
here just had a heart attack, works out - 43 yo - still in the hospital.  The thing that's so disturbing - "it happens to the best of us," is
the only response they can come up with. Are they kidding?  At least your grandson's doc was honest - but if he hadn't been honest,
would he think it was connected to the shot? It's hard to be thrown over the fence, but this is just the kind of event to do it :(
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Yet many in this situation will claim, well it would have been worse if I - they, hadn't had the Jab/s. Fear deSnitely blinds.
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Very sorry to hear that Gustalynn, but he is lucky to survived as many (even healthy kids) died from the jab. I guess as a diabetic he
must have been very afraid to get the virus, so he chose the jabs. Being diabetic he already had a higher risk to get CVD and stents.
Getting stents in not a real solution, you need to change diet also. Bill Clinton got stents, they had to replaced them within a year as
they clogged up. So he was forced to changed diet, which seems to help him. I advise your grandson to look also at Uric Acid, but
then the recent new information from this year.

So see the videos and books on Uric Acid by dr Richard Johnson and David Perlmutter; very important for diabetics, even for type 1,
but also for everybody. Another advise I posted last night, but I repeat it under here. For people injured by the Covid vaccine who
need a Miracle Drug: The Vaccine-Injured Are Seeing Profound Results With Ivermectin. Dr Pierre Kory: "I've seen profound
responses to it. I've seen patients sick for months, and by the second or third day, they'll tell me that they haven't had a day like that
in many, many months." Why Is Ivermectin Helping?

- 1) Multiple anti-ineammatory mechanisms. - 2) Likely repolarizes some of the immune cells to a less ineammatory subtype. - 3)
Tightly binds to the spike protein. www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/05/miracle-drug-the-vaccine-injured-a..  You see a few
minutes section of the video to get an impression, but to see the whole 50 minutes video see link under.... * * * Maybe it can help
your grandson to recover sooner. I hope so, may God bless him and you.
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New Zealand doctors have written an open letter urging authorities to investigate deaths following vaccination. The doctors have
united under the name NZDSOS. They write that a shocking number of deaths and injuries have been registered after corona
vaccination. In addition, certain systems have been disabled to disguise the extent of the damage, the doctors say. Children and
young people die and suffer. Many healthy elderly people have also died. We are being lied to, the group says. Health Forum New
Zealand keeps a record of all deaths and injuries after vaccination.

About 500 deaths are recorded in the organization's database. The doctors of NZDSOS mention in their open letter the (Sctitious)
names of about a third of all victims. This mainly concerns young people, even children, who have died suddenly and unexpectedly,
often after blood clots in the brain or heart. NZDSOS speaks of a 'humanitarian crisis'. "For God's sake, let's get our MPs and police to
put an end to this now!" Some examples: Eddie (13) from Wellington died a few days after the jab in his sleep, Joanna (15) collapsed
in her bathroom and died on the way to the hospital, Timothy (33) died of a heart attack two days after the jab, Annabelle ( 38) died
in September 2021 two hours after her second shot.

The hospital acknowledged that she had died from the jab, but had her family sign to remain silent. * The open letter from the NZ
doctors is found here: nzdsos.com/.../deaths-following-c-19-vaccination
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I just read about a detox program on worldcouncilforhealth.org that detoxes from the vaccine. I don’t know anything about it, but he
may look into it. Praying for his full recovery.
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Gustalynn52 - Pete Smith found and posted a small piece of this interview yesterday. I loaded the entire Dr. Pierre Kory/Dr. Paul
Marik interview here: www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/05/amazing-new-discoveries-for-treati..  - about 50 min. long, they
explain their latest i-Recover protocol, found on the FLCCC.org website. You may want to review their Sndings and read their
suggestions, inexpensive at least for getting started...
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One of the things we don't know is simply "how many of the shots were inactive, placebos." Statistical analysis of beneSts is full of holes to
the point of having no substance at all. Statistical analysis of injuries has clearly shown that many product batches reported hundreds, even
thousands of injuries while other batches reported almost none. There is no external quality control and frankly, it seems there is no
internal quality control either. We don't know if there were actually 5 or ten different products being tested - identiSed only by batch number
- or if there were only a few different products produced as a result of manufacturing studies. Perhaps the most important fact about the
mRNA vaccine is that, if you submit, you have no idea what is in the bottle - and you are not allowed to investigate. "safe and effective".
Orwell and Huxley should be proud of their visions.
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Egg Prices Rising - Here's Why - Food Shortages Updates www.youtube.com/watch  Fire in a facility that processes 3 million eggs a day!!! It
is getting harder to believe all these shortages are just coincidences.
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Dr. Malone concludes in his presentation (which I found, as smart as he is, to be rather apologetic rather than a scathing reproach to the
Federal health agencies and Dr. Fauci insistence that the pokes are both safe and effective) that one should "always" consult with their
doctor before making any medical decision. Really? Whose butt is Dr. Malone kissing here? The percentage of doctors who question the
safety and effectiveness of the poke is unfortunately rather small, because of their fear of reprisal should they question or challenge the
"Health Industry Gods", disregarding your health. Dr. Malone also states that it is questionable if the poke was ever safe and effective.

Does he not know? It is or it isn't. There is no middle ground. How many deaths and serious adverse reactions does it take before Dr.
Malone will state emphatically that the mRNA vaccine intended for use on humans to immunize against a coronavirus is not safe nor
effective, period. Any beneScial results given to these pokes ignores existing natural immunity to the virus in the equation of one’s response
after receiving the poke. I've listened to Dr. Malone lecture many times and he doesn't have to convince me that he is intelligent, but he
rarely delivers a forceful rebuke of the handling of the SARS-2 Coronavirus response and treatment by the Federal health agencies and Dr.
Fauci.

My Snal comment is related to the poke and is not directed at Dr. Malone’s presentation. How many individuals who have either died or
been the victim of a severe adverse reaction after receiving the jab, asked their physician if they should receive the jab before taking it?
How many doctors still refuse to admit that the jab was directly responsible? One doctor is too many. Why on earth did Dr. Malone believe
an mRNA jab could be produced in months, by a company not known for producing vaccines, be both safe and effective, before he and his
wife took them?
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Dr. Malone concludes in his presentation (which I found, as smart as he is, to be rather apologetic rather than a scathing reproach to the
Federal health agencies and Dr. Fauci insistence that the pokes are both safe and effective) that one should "always" consult with their
doctor before making any medical decision. Really? Whose butt is Dr. Malone kissing here? The percentage of doctors who question the
safety and effectiveness of the poke is unfortunately rather small, because of their fear of reprisal should they question or challenge the
"Health Industry Gods", disregarding your health. Dr. Malone also states that it is questionable if the poke was ever safe and effective.

Does he not know? It is or it isn't. There is no middle ground. How many deaths and serious adverse reactions does it take before Dr.
Malone will state emphatically that the mRNA vaccine intended for use on humans to immunize against a coronavirus is not safe nor
effective, period. Any beneScial results given to these pokes ignores existing natural immunity to the virus in the equation of one's response
after receiving the poke. I've listened to Dr. Malone lecture many times and he doesn't have to convince me that he is intelligent, but he
rarely delivers a forceful rebuke of the handling of the SARS-2 Coronavirus response and treatment by the Federal health agencies and Dr.
Fauci.

My Snal comment is related to the poke and is not directed at Dr. Malone’s presentation. How many individuals who have either died or
been the victim of a severe adverse reaction after receiving the jab, asked their physician if they should receive the jab before taking it?
How many doctors still refuse to admit that the jab was directly responsible? One doctor is too many. Why on earth did Dr. Malone believe
an mRNA jab could be produced in months, by a company not known for producing vaccines, be both safe and effective, before he and his
wife took them?
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Overview Video of mRNA Vaccine Technology
Analysis by Dr. Robert Malone

Taken together, this work clearly demonstrates that vaccine-induced protective antibody responses following a second and third dose of

BNT162b2 are both very low and transient in older people

)

The authors conclude that “additional booster doses may be necessary, particularly in older people.” … One has to wonder, whether the study

authors really mean to imply that a total of 13 boosters per year are needed (52 weeks/four weeks = 13 boosters)? Or are they just writing this

to get through peer review?

)

A more unbiased conclusion based on these data is that the PSzer/BioNTech BNT162b2 vaccine has exceptionally poor durability of

neutralizing antibody response (using a non-validated or “academic research” level test) against currently circulating viral strains

)

The failure to address these data clearly demonstrates, once again, both the failure of the peer review process, the irrational pro-vaccine bias

of the authors, and the pro-vaccine bias of the editors of the Journal of the American Medical Association

)
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Most drugs are demons/toxic, so anti-life, especially vaccines, antibacterials, antivirals, anti-cholesterol, and anti-cancer drugs, and
contagion is a Black hoax. Antimicrobials can poison the body, including causing endocrine disruption. Some drugs can be an emergency
temporary stop-gap, however, in most cases, only natural substances can cure.
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Joined On 5/31/2022 1:05:56 PM
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Thanks for sharing this with us
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The monkey business of virology www.euoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-a..
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Monkey business involved Biden and Fauci  nationalSle.com/exclusive-fauci-funded-monkeypox-vaccine-maker-paid-b..
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Ohh major paybacks - those pesky election promises....
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Rrrrrrrose, you should see this short video, and tell me if Biden is biohacked by dr Harari and something went wrong.... ha. ha...
otherwise the vaccinations has damaged his brain. www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Pete - you've got to be kidding me - That's horrible! Word on the street is this has probably been coming on for years, and no one
noticed much because there's not much to do in the oYce of Vice-President. However, in a new position, are the stumbles for all to
notice.
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People at work (in their 40s) are sick constantly (all vaccinated). Our IT has had nothing but stomach problems (and tests) in the past few
months and seems to always have a cold. He was out all week with COVID (last week) -- He told me this morning that he has been boosted
3 times. I believe from what I'm seeing is that he now has immune issues. Several others here are having the same. One had tumours in her
entire abdomen and they were removed. She was out of work 2 months. What will it take to convince people?
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This is what the bible calls: science, falsely so-called.
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Lovestosing6, I agree the mass psychosis is ba{ing ! But, I think they did a great job peddling fear, and the fear of covid is greater than the
sickness! I know so many that don’t equate the jab with their sickness-know a lady with type 2 diabetes, who literally has been sick since
she got them/ the doctors are blaming on long covid damaging her lungs and putting her on an antibiotic for a year!it’s all so sad-28 year
olds should not be having heart attacks! The best thing to do is speak truth and love - will be praying for all those with heart or other issues
for healing
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